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About This Game

In Dungeon is a 2D platformer hardcore made with pixel art. The main character, Allan Callahan, is trying to escape of the
dungeon by facing different challenges and looking for other treasure hunters. Can you help him escape the dungeon before his

fate is sealed?

The main character, known as, Allan Callahan, is part of a league known as, The League of Hunters, which aims to find
treasures in various adventures. However when several hunters disappear, Allan Callahan is sent to find the others hunters,

taking along him some weapons, a whip, a bow and a little of magic.

Features
-12 levels and growing;

-Collect coins to pass the level;
-Collect power ups;

-Discovery new secret areas;
-Find treasures hidden;

-The time is your enemy;
-Buy items;

-Three levels of difficult: Easy, Medium and Hard
-Add more difficulties to the game, activating the options: "Time, Time " , "Penumbra", "The Risk", "The Mythic" and

"Detonation";
-A lot of achievements.
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This game is very difficult? Yes. Can you die even on easy level? Maybe, but believe, on medium and hard level you will can
die a lot of. If you like of game with difficult high, so, this game is for you.
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Title: In Dungeon
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Balder Game Studio
Publisher:
Balder Game Studio
Release Date: 21 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English
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Very interesting concept, the dialogue feels dynamic and responsive, and there's a lot of paths the conversation can take. Very
nice. All is rendered very nicely. And no glitches on my Linux\/WINE install.

Recommended.

TFK. 6/10 to sum it all up its like Minecraft and Skyrim had a baby. 3 years later Minecraft tells skyrim he ain't the baby
daddy...Ouch...;). Steel Storm: Burning Retribution is a shooter which could be described as a bulletstorm game but without the
'on rails' part. You fly around, shooting lots of enemies, dodging even more bullets and pick up powerups/new weapons. You
could also play this game online co-op, which is a nice feature.

The game looks 'OK' and feels 'OK', basically everything about this game is 'OK' but to me the whole experience felt
unsatisfying and not enjoyable enough.

. Basically, it is impossible to figure out how to play this game. No explanation of how corporations work or how they relate to
the planet $ values which also aren't explained. No useful tooltips. No in-steam manual and the link to the manual on the
company website is dead.

Might be a good game I guess just no way to find out.. Okay. Yeah. My opinion's been changed...
The game keeps crashing after a while, It's almost FILLED with glitches
The only good things about this game is the music and graphics. A pretty game doesn't excuse awful mechanics. pretty good.
This can end up a black hole where all your time and those missing socks from the dryer ends up. Once you figure out the
sequencer and fiddle with making custom fireworks it can be a lot of fun making displays for your own music. I do wish the
Devs would add some tools to help with symmetry. Also a way to fill a firework with one type of effect rather than pulling the
same one down 95 times.. Running it on a high end system with HTC vive and I have not made past the menus at the beginning.
The two times it almost seemed to connect to a server it just teleported me to a edge of the menu platform and you are then
stuck in limbo.

I would wait before buying this title, even in early access.. Game is very repetitive. It doesn't have a coop mode even though it
states it does. There isn't even a way to reset your game, and all the progress you earn with your characters is permament
between sessions.
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Nice nice nice!. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. Bad copy of Clash of Clans !. Frustrating
but interesting puzzle\/simulation game. (Don't be misled by the number of 'visual novel' screenshots, that portion of the game is
just a fairly slight framing device...)

This game is for people who like to poke an opaque puzzle until they're able to make sense of how it works. It will take a lot of
experimentation and patience, but it's pretty satisfying when it works. (Some of the recipes were just too unguessable for me to
figure out, so I wound up looking up some of the answers, but even for those ones I still had fun experimenting.)

It has almost a 'clicker'-like level of compulsiveness when you're setting up experiments--ingredients take time to mix (though
usually only a few seconds) so you can start setting up a second trial while the first one matures, and so on...

Absolutely worth playing if you like experimenting and can enjoy a little frustration.. Bought this very early, found it lacking.
Tried it again later and boy did they worked hard on this EA title.
This game brings me back 25 years ago when I was playing the old RTK games by KOEI. It has the same charm but with so
much more depth.
If, like me, you adored the old KOEI games on the NES and SNES, get this one.. Great game, even better if you grew up in the
70-80s. The amount of different characters you recognise that you had forgot about is amazing. They have packed a lot of
references in there. I won't name them as half the fun is recognising them and shouting it out.
The game is an obvious clone of Paperboy but in my opinion it is much better and more fun to play. Plus you don't need a
bicycle controller to play it! I find it easier to play with a controller. Unfortunately the game does not support a controller but I
use Pinnacle to get around this. There are only 4 keys anyway so its not really an issue.
The difficulty level is spot on leading you to the feeling of "Just one more go" and one more go becomes 10 more goes etc...
Highly recommended at the full price.. Very fun game. I now can reommend this product but must say that its only thanks to
fellow gamer for explaining how to get 1.5. dwonloaded. Perhaps some instruction with the product would be a help to others!!!

My original post was....
As you cant get version DCS World 1.5 Open Beta on stream then its a waste of money and should not be sold yet on Steam

Coming soon new updates:
It is with very proud that coming soon new updates and features.

. In
Dungeon 1.0.0 - Released:
The final version released, now you can play the last level
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Coming soon new updates.
. In Dungeon - Versão 1.0.0.5 - Released:
Release notes:

Height of the double jump was increased a little, this way, you can jump some platforms with ease;

 Speed player was reduced;

 Spikes behind the grasses was removed;

 At each level the timer was increased by 20 seconds.

. Thank you for playing In Dungeon:
Since the release of the game In Dungeon, I have been hard working to improving it, but I thanks the players, who send their
criticisms and suggestions for improvements. Many of the problems found in the game have been fixed and suggestions have
been implemented, this way, In Dungeon has become better and more fun, gradually I'm adding new features for that players
have more fun.

Thank you very much for everyone

. New itens on Shop to buy:
The next update there are two new items on shop to buy: Potion and power up. Coming soon :)
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. In Dungeon 1.0.4.0 - Released:
Release Notes:

In this new version you will receive rewards for each level that you beat.
The rewards are:

 Bonus points and gold: These rewards are default on any level of difficulty, however, the values will depend on the level
of difficulty chosen and the number of stars earned.

 Time bonus: You receive this reward only if the "Time, Time" option is enabled when a new game is chosen.

 Points for each available health: The values will depend on the level of difficulty chosen.

 Bonus for ammunition of weapons: Each weapon will receive a different quantity of ammunition, however, the quantity
will depend on the level of difficulty chosen, the higher the level of difficulty, the higher will be the amount of
ammunition. If the options "Time, Time", "Penumbra", "The Risk", "The Mythic" or Detonation are enabled you will
too receive an extra quantity.
Note: Weapons rewards has a maximum quantity to receive.
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